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                                                                        I can describe Mindset qualities           I can describe why the 5 mindset      

                                                                                                                                           qualities are important                                  I can show how my mindset qualities  

                                                                                                       could affect my employability 

 

 

 

 

                                                                      I can identify my own mindset qualities                 I can show mindset qualities in my own behaviour             I can produce an action  

                                                                                   Plan to improve my mindset qualities 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                I can identify gaps for       I can assess my prospects                                                                                    I can create a career plan                         I can provide an example of a job vacancy 

 Further learning       Against an opportunity For myself 

  
 

 

 I can complete an  I can create an appraisal I can describe support networks 

                             Application form I can describe my achievements                               Of a job I can describe the purpose   Available to me I can describe 3                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

                                                                         And work experience                                                                                                                                         Of a career plan                                                                                          Sources of job vacancies             

                                         

                                               I understand the information  required                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

 by employers on an application form 

  I can anticipate questions                       I can use the correct language 

 I can write a covering letter                                                                                             before the interview        during an interview 

  

              I can describe             …about the                                                                         I can prepare questions                                 I understand the need for  

 Types of questions       candidate       I know how to get                                  to ask at interview                                  punctuality and formality in 

I can     about the                                       there in good time                                                                                          an interview 

Write a      job…. 

professional 

email 

                                                                                                                                                               

                                                                            I know what preparation … about the           I know how      I can conduct                                                                   I know how to dress 

 Is needed before an interview     working conditions   to dress       myself at interview            I understand how  appropriately for interview 

 Body language is evaluated 

 I know how language  I understand what behaviours help I can describe causes of conflict 

                                                                                                              I can summarise a                                          Can start or resolve conflict       When dealing with conflict         In the       workplace 

                                                                                                                                  Code of conduct                         In conversation, email and instruction                                               

 

 

 I can demonstrate behaviour I can understand     how conflicts 

                                                                                                        I can summarise      I know what is unacceptable      I understand employee          That can resolve          I can describe 3 approaches to        Arise and how to resolve them   

                                                                                                Employee rights                    Language & behaviour            Rights & responsibilities                conflict                                Prevent conflict          
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Congratulations! 

You did it 


